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Note on the interviews

During the fieldwork in Chile and Colombia, 102 persons representing around 75 organizations or departments were interviewed (Figure I). Of the total number of 91 interviews, 23 were carried out in 1994 and 68 in 1996. The interviewees in Chile and Colombia were basically selected by means of the “snowball” method, which means that a small group of persons who were involved in crop development were identified, interviewed, and used as informants to identify others who qualified for inclusion in our sample. This method of sampling was considered to be appropriate as it met our aim to provide an overview of the various opinions on plant-related conservation and intellectual property protection. As many of the interviewees represented a specific social category, we were able to relate their opinions to the specific position of this category in the agro-industrial production process.

We tried very actively to include in the sample all individuals and organizations that had previously expressed an opinion on biodiversity conservation and plant-related intellectual property protection. We interviewed representatives of most governmental departments and institutions that were responsible for policy in this field. As far as the views of farmers and indigenous peoples are concerned, we relied on the position of the main organizations that represent these groups. We also interviewed the main associations of the crop development industry, as well as a significant number of individual companies. Most, if not all, public and private plant breeding organizations in the two countries were included in the sample. Added to the sample were specialists from universities, NGOs, and international agricultural research organizations who either played a direct role in the design of biodiversity conservation or intellectual property policy, or who appeared to have a specific interest in it.

Two additional comments on the categorization of interviewees should be made:
a) Some organizations are involved in more than one activity. For example, several farmers associations also have their own plant breeding programmes. In such cases the interviewees are categorized according to the department they were working for, i.e. representing either a breeding organization, or a farmers’ interest association.
b) A private firm is considered to be domestic when 51 per cent or more of the capital is owned by national shareholders. Foreign companies are those companies of which 51 per cent of the capital is owned by foreign shareholders. Because data about the companies’ shares are not publicly available, it was left to the respondent to indicate whether or not a company is considered to be national or foreign according to our criterion.
Figure I Number of interviewees by country and type of organization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Breeder</th>
<th>Association</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Government¹</td>
<td>Private¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Government, including both Members of Parliament and officials from ministries in the area of agriculture, industry, forestry, and environmental protection
² Private domestic seed company with plant breeding activities
³ Private foreign seed company with plant breeding activities
⁴ Public institute with plant breeding activities
⁵ Private domestic seed company with propagation activities
⁶ Private domestic cultivating companies
⁷ Associations of breeders, propagators, or cultivators
⁸ Associations of farmers
⁹ Non-governmental organizations in the area of nature protection or small-scale farming
¹⁰ Organizations of indigenous peoples
¹¹ International organizations, including: CIAT, FAO, IPGRI, IICA
¹² University departments with research on agriculture or biodiversity conservation
¹³ Other organizations with an interest in crop development